
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

One of the most stunning parts of this pandemic has been the denial of basic science, and one of

the most shocking developments from that has been the attack on medical doctors who try to set

the record straight.

As reported by Dr. Jay Bhattacharya — professor of health policy at Stanford, research associate at

the National Bureau of Economic Research and coauthor of the Great Barrington Declaration, which

calls for focused protection of the most vulnerable  — a California bill is now threatening to strip

doctors of their medical licenses if they express medical views that the state does not agree with.

Bhattacharya’s Personal Battle

Bhattacharya has Grst-hand experience with this kind of witch hunt. He was one of the Grst to

investigate the prevalence of COVID-19 in 2020, and found that by April, the infection was already

too prevalent for lockdowns to have any possibility of stopping the spread.

Bhattacharya has called the COVID-19 lockdowns the “biggest public health mistake ever made,”

stressing that the harms caused have been “absolutely catastrophically devastating,” especially for

children and the working class, worldwide.

After Bhattacharya co-sponsored the Great Barrington Declaration, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of

the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and his former boss, now retired

National Institutes of Health (NIH) director Francis Collins, colluded behind the scenes to quash the

declaration from day 1.

To that end, they set out to smear and destroy the reputations of Bhattacharya and the other

coauthors of the declaration. In one email, Collins referred to the three highly credentialed and

respected scientists as “fringe epidemiologists” and called for a press “takedown” of the trio.  I

detailed this treachery in “Authors of Barrington Declaration Speak Out.”

“Big tech outlets like Facebook and Google followed suit, suppressing our ideas, falsely

deeming them ‘misinformation,’” Bhattacharya writes.  “I started getting calls from

reporters asking me why I wanted to ‘let the virus rip,’ when I had proposed nothing of the

sort. I was the target of racist attacks and death threats.

Despite the false, defamatory and sometimes frightening attacks, we stood Crm. And today

many of our positions have been amply vindicated. Yet the soul searching this episode

should have caused among public health oFcials has largely failed to occur. Instead, the

lesson seems to be: Dissent at your own risk.

I do not practice medicine — I am a professor specializing in epidemiology and health

policy at Stanford Medical School. But many friends who do practice have told me how they

have censored their thoughts about COVID lockdowns, vaccines, and recommended

treatment to avoid the mob ...

This forced scientiCc groupthink — and the fear and self-censorship they produce — are

bad enough. So far, though, the risk has been social and reputational. Now it could become

literally career-ending.”

Do You Want Your Doctor To Be Muzzled by the State?

California Assembly Bill 2098  — introduced by Assemblyman Evan Low, a Silicon Valley Democrat,

and coauthored by Assembly members Aguiar-Curry, Akilah Weber and Wicks, and Sens. Pan and

Wiener — designates “the dissemination or promotion of misinformation or disinformation related

to the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, or ‘COVID-19,’ as unprofessional conduct” warranting “disciplinary

action” that could result in the loss of their medical license.

“ This bill represents a chilling interference with
the practice of medicine. The bill itself is full of
misinformation and a demonstration of what a
disaster it would be to have the legislature dictate
the practice of medicine. ~ Dr. Jay Bhattacharya”

Misinformation or disinformation related to SARS-CoV-2 includes “false or misleading information

regarding the nature and risks of the virus, its prevention and treatment; and the development,

safety, and effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines.” But as far as what might constitute

“misinformation” or “disinformation” is unclear and basically left open for interpretation — by the

state. As noted by Bhattacharya:

“Doctors, fearing loss of their livelihoods, will need to hew closely to the government line

on COVID science and policy, even if that line does not track the scientiCc evidence.

After all, until recently, top government science bureaucrats like Dr. Fauci claimed that the

idea that COVID came from a Wuhan laboratory was a conspiracy theory, rather than a valid

hypothesis that should be open to discussion. The government’s track record on discerning

COVID truths is poor.

The bill claims that the spread of misinformation by physicians about the COVID vaccines

‘has weakened public conCdence and placed lives at serious risk.’ But how signiCcant is

this problem in reality? Over 83% of Californians over the age of 50 are fully vaccinated

(including the booster) ...

What is abundantly clear is that this bill represents a chilling interference with the practice

of medicine. The bill itself is full of misinformation and a demonstration of what a disaster

it would be to have the legislature dictate the practice of medicine.”

The Shanghai Model

We don’t have to guess at what life might look like if this and other bills like it are implemented,

Bhattacharya warns. The drama currently playing out in Shanghai offers a clear look into what can

happen when public health is dictated by the state rather than by qualiGed medical professionals

rooted in sound science.

“Shanghai is the model for the terrifying dangers of giving dictatorial powers to public

health oFcials,” Bhattacharya writes.  “The harrowing situation unfolding there is a

testament to the folly of a virus containment strategy that relies on lockdown.

For two weeks, the Chinese government has locked nearly 25 million people in their homes,

forcibly separated children from their parents, killed family pets, and limited access to food

and life-saving medical care — all to no avail. COVID cases are still rising, yet the delusion

of suppressing COVID persists.

In America, many of our oFcials still have not abandoned their delusions about COVID and

the exercise of power this crisis has allowed. As the Shanghai debacle demonstrates, of all

the many terrible consequences of our public health response to COVID, the sti^ing of

dissenting scientiCc viewpoints by the state might be the most dangerous.”

The Science Deniers Are in Power

As stressed by Bhattacharya, the California bill includes a number falsehoods and fails to

acknowledge basic science, starting with natural immunity. High-quality studies have repeatedly

shown that natural immunity is equivalent or superior to the COVID shots. Were this bill to pass, a

California doctor could lose his license for taking a patient’s COVID history into account when

recommending the shot.

It also negates doctors’ ability to prescribe off-label drugs for the treatment of COVID, even though

this has been a common and uncontroversial medical practice for many decades. It’s not

uncommon for a drug intended for one condition to be used off-label for another. But for some

reason, when it comes to COVID, this practice is now deemed hazardous and unprofessional.

The bill also falsely asserts that the “safety and eacacy of COVID vaccines have been conGrmed

through evaluation by the federal Food and Drug Administration.” Anyone who has followed this

circus over the past year realizes that the FDA has completely ignored loud and clear warning bells

showing the shots are far from safe and nowhere near as effective as initially claimed.

The bill also ignores the fact that the safety depends on the individual patient’s medical history and

current state of health. “For example, there is an elevated risk of myocarditis in young men taking

the vaccine, especially with the booster,” Bhattacharya notes.

Doctors have an ethical obligation to treat each patient as an individual, and to ensure each patient

receives the safest and best care. Bill 2098 will turn doctors into government agents, leaving no

one to advocate for patients’ health.

“The false medical consensus enforced by AB 2098 will lead doctors to censor themselves

to avoid government sanction. And it will be their patients, above all, who will be harmed by

their silence,” Bhattacharya warns.

Californians, Vote NO on COVID Tyranny Bills

California Bill 2098 isn’t the only bill seeking to enshrine tyranny into law. Other pending California

bills include:

Senate Bill 1390,  introduced by Sen. Pan, which seeks to criminalize “ampliGcation of harmful

content” on social media platforms.

Assembly Bill 1797,  introduced by Assembly member Weber, which calls for the creation of a

centralized vaccination registry.

Senate Bill 1464,  introduced by Pan, which would strip state funding from any law

enforcement agency that “publicly announces that they will not follow, or adopts a policy stating

that they will not follow, a public health order.”

Those funds would instead be reallocated to the county public health department. Essentially,

this bill would coerce sheriffs and police oacers to violate their conscience or the law, or both,

in the name of “public health policy.”

Senate Bill 871,  introduced by Pan, which would mandate all school children, ages 5 and older,

be “fully vaccinated” against COVID-19. The bill would also repeal exceptions to mandatory

hepatitis B vaccination to attend school, and would remove the personal belief exemption

against vaccination.

Senate Bill 866,  introduced by Wiener and Pan, which would authorize minors, 12 years and

older, to consent to vaccines without the consent of a parent or guardian.

Senate Bill 1479,  introduced by Pan, which would expand “contagious, infectious, or

communicable disease testing and other public health mitigation efforts to include

prekindergarten, onsite after school programs, and child care centers,” and require each school

district, county oace of education, and charter school to create a COVID-19 testing plan, and

report testing data to State Department of Public Health.

If you live in California, please review these bills and VOTE NO. In a Substack article, Margaret Anna

Alice, offers the following guidance to Californians:

“If you are a resident of California, please consider taking the additional step of contacting

your respective senators and assembly members in addition to Clling out the online portal.

See Californians for Medical Freedom for step-by-step instructions on how to contact your

local legislators as well as what to say if you decide to call (which is recommended).

The PERK website is also a very helpful way to track the hearing dates and status of these

bills. In the comments, Donald Tipon has provided additional links for opposing AB2098

and AB1797 from A Voice for Choice Advocacy.”

Front Groups Marshal the Ignorant

Regulating the medical views a doctor can and cannot have is dangerous in the extreme, and

hopefully the Californians who are left to vote in that state will quash such efforts. On the national

level, we must also stay vigilant against similar legislative proposals, and push back against phony

front groups that promote this kind of medical tyranny.

This includes the No License for Disinformation  (NLFD) group, which promotes the false

information disseminated by the dark-money group known as the Center for Countering Digital

Hate (CCDH).

As most now know, U.S. Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., a medical doctor in his own right, has been the

primary challenger of Fauci’s lies, and the NLFD has been instructing individuals to report him to the

Kentucky Medical Board, with the aim of getting his medical license revoked.

Just who are the NLFD?  In November 2021, I wrote about the NLFD, pointing out that the bottom

of their website declared, “Created & Developed by EverydayAmericanJoe.”  At the time, I took a

screenshot of it, in case they’d wise up and change it. Good thing, because that notice has since

been deleted.

nlfd screenshot

And, no wonder, because it leads right back to the Biden White House. EverydayAmericanJoe,

created by a marketing strategist named Chris Gilroy, was a website dedicated to supporting Joe

Biden’s presidential campaign. (That website has since been disabled. )

According to his LinkedIn proGle,  Gilroy created EverydayAmericanJoe.com — “the largest Biden-

Harris grassroots website online” — as a freelance senior marketing consultant and designer for

the Biden campaign. Since 2007, he’s been the president of The Microtechs LLC, an online

marketing, web development and digital advertising Grm that produces custom websites and apps

“that our clients can manage themselves.”

Aside from the EverydayAmericanJoe clue, there’s no indication of who is actually running the

NLFD. It simply claims to be a “nonpartisan grassroots coalition of Americans” whose goal it is to

get state medical boards to “protect the public” from medical professionals “who spread medical

disinformation.” In all likelihood, the NLFD is run by a coalition of one — Gilroy himself — who is far

from nonpartisan.

Not surprisingly, the NLFD has promoted and relied on the CCDH’s fabricated “Disinformation

Dozen” report, which has even been denounced as biased and hawed in the extreme by Facebook.

It’s quite clear that the CCDH exists to fabricate “evidence” that is then used to destroy the

opposition in order to control the information, and the NLFD uses the CCDH’s fabrications as

justiGcation to suppress First Amendment rights.  Indeed, Biden himself has publicly promoted and

relied on this dark money CCDH report.

The point of all this is that the censorship is being authorized and directed from the very highest

level of our government, and there’s only one reason for that. Democracy hourishes under free

speech and dies under censorship, and anyone who claims differently has an ulterior motive for

trying to confuse these simple truths.

In my view, the war against “misinformation” and “disinformation” is nothing less than a covert war

against the citizens of planet Earth. It’s an attempt to seize power by controlling what people can

know, and a number of high-proGle world leaders, past and present, have shown their true colors.

Among them, former president Obama, who in April 2022 gave lectures at the University of Chicago

and Stanford, arguing for the regulation of information — what people can and cannot view on

social media and elsewhere — “to protect democracy.”

However, as noted by nonresident senior fellow of the American Enterprise Institute for Public

Policy Research (AEI), Mark Jamison, “Such controls have done the opposite throughout history

and would this time too.”

An Open War on the Public

We Gnd ourselves in a situation where asking valid questions about public health measures are

equated to acts of domestic terrorism. It’s unbelievable, yet here we are. Over the past two years,

the rhetoric used against those who question the sanity of using unscientiGc pandemic

countermeasures, such as face masks and lockdowns, or share data showing that COVID-19 gene

therapies are really bad public health policy, has become increasingly violent.

Dr. Peter Hotez, a virologist who for years has been at the forefront of promoting vaccines of all

kinds, for example, has publicly called for cyberwarfare assaults on American citizens who

disagree with oacial COVID narratives, and this vile rhetoric was published in the prestigious

science journal Nature, of all places.

Doctors and nurses are now facing the untenable position of having to choose between doing right

by their patients and toeing the line of totalitarianism. This simply cannot go on. It’s profoundly

unhealthy and dangerous in a multitude of ways.

While frustrating and intimidating, we must all be relentless in our pursuit and sharing of the truth,

and we must relentlessly demand our elected representatives stand up for freedom of speech and

other Constitutional rights, including, and especially, the rights of medical doctors to express their

medical opinions.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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Bill Seeks to Muzzle Doctors Who Tell the Truth About COVID
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

A California bill is now threatening to strip doctors of their medical licenses if they express

medical views that the state does not agree with. California Assembly Bill 2098 designates

“the dissemination or promotion of misinformation or disinformation related to the SARS-

CoV-2 coronavirus, or ‘COVID-19,’ as unprofessional conduct” warranting “disciplinary action”

that could result in the loss of their medical license

#

Misinformation related to SARS-CoV-2 includes “false or misleading information regarding the

nature and risks of the virus, its prevention and treatment; and the development, safety and

effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines.” But as far as what might constitute “misinformation” or “disinformation” is unclear and basically left open for

interpretation by the state

#

Doctors have an ethical obligation to treat each patient as an individual, and to ensure each patient receives the safest and best care. Bill 2098 will

turn doctors into government agents, leaving no one to advocate for patients’ health

#

California has also introduced six other bills seeking to enshrine tyranny into law, including bills to criminalize “ampliGcation of harmful content,”

create a centralized vaccination registry, strip funding from law enforcement that refuses to follow public health orders, mandate COVID jabs for

school children, authorize minors to consent to vaccination, and require school districts to conduct routine COVID testing

#

If you live in California, please review these bills and VOTE NO#
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Dictatorship at its Gnest, in the so-called Land of the Free. To Gght this, move out of California and pay your taxes elsewhere.

~~~Consider also the history of Europe, when the kings and church both had power: "Obey the king, or off with your head!" "Obey the

church, or off with your head!" Well what if they both clashed? And hence came the Treaty of Konstanz, signed to give power to the

kings only and to remove it from the church. Fast forward to 2019-2022. The CDC says one thing, local health authorities say another,

rules change, mask on, mask off, mask on again, laws and regulations differ from state to state....heh? Nobody knows what is true and

who to answer to, and many questions are asked because it all seems so random, changing from one source to another.

So are we back to old Europe? If this is not a constitutional crisis, then nothing is.~~~~Oh I forgot, there is an emergency declaration,

the Constitution has been suspended! Wow wow what a brilliant, widely sweeping grab of all powers! All based on a manufactured

emergency with a bug (accidentally??) released to the environment that was, according to David Martin, patented* to begin with! And

according to emails from Fauci, the bug was developed in the lab! So is this really an emergency, or is it really a false invocation?

Public Safety, National Emergency can not be invoked for false reasons, to avoid embarrassment, etc under FOIA law, said the ACLU.

****So why do we honor such power grabs as the laws of the land?****** They are NOT the laws of the land, they are the enemy of the

law, and we must not let ourselves be ruled accordingly! We are governed by consent! We, the tax payers do Not consent! And we do

Not consent to the California laws hereby proposed which gag free speech and punish doctors based thereon! And what of free

speech appearing in the very Grst amendment of the US Constitution? It is time to send the bad apples home from their position in

public oace. End of story. * see below

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/5/2022 1:58:20 AM
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Hey, if the CDC developed and patented the original SARS coronavirus, then why wouldn't they do it with the SARS COVID-19

virus? Of course, everybody reading on this website knows that this is NOT a hoax! Justia is a legal website, see original SARS

patent here patents.justia.com/.../7776521  "STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT This invention was made by the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention, an agency of the United States Government. Therefore, the U.S. Government has certain

rights in this invention." ~~~Now that is just a wee bit embarrassing, eh? So I guess it is indicated to gag doctors, huh.

 Originally, the same link (now revised) said that the invention was "Invented, developed and patented by the CDC".

Now it is edited and the language is watered down to say that the CDC "made" this virus....evidently they don't want to admit

to...whatever they don't want to admit to! Oops! Sounds like the blunders are only stacking, and stacking. Keep an eye out, and

keep written track, then post to the internet! What fools these mortals be!~~~~~~~~~~~ EDIT: IMPORTANT I am cross posting

this for emphasis.~~~ Doctors need to team up together and speak out. If they think they will lose their license now, wait until

the dictatorial noose tightens even more around their neck. It is really foolish to think that a career will not be destroyed if only

one obeys the gags and keeps silent.

Things will only get worse. The time for doctors to speak out, is now more than it ever was before. And they need to do so in

teams and big numbers. Just let the State prove how much they care about the people and their wellbeing, just let them

delicense the many doctors opposed! This could be the most obvious political showdown in the history of the

USA.~~~Lawmakers do NOT have unlimited power! constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  "No State shall make or

enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States"
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mirandola, There are entire medical centers owned by the doctors themselves. Doctors have their investments, so simply sell

the investments and invest in a hospital ship. This evening I bought groceries at my favorite grocery store which is WinCo which

is entirely employee owned. If grocery store employees can purchase and own a grocery chain, then certainly Doctors can do

similarly. They can create an investment corporation and fund it to be able to purchase a mega-cruise ship and its conversion to

a premier hospital ship. They can create their own sovereign government and offer services to the people of the world without

the nonsense that is otherwise imposed upon them. www.wincofoods.com/about
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boldgandydancer
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CCDH is a one man operation set up to spread misinformation. His name is Imran Ahmed. Is he in the country legally? This evil

little twerp is nothing but a conduit for dark money. Hope to see you, little Imran. around DC.
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If one were to go digging around most likely this same concept is being considered in other states too. If anyone by now after

witnessing how ridiculously the Covid Scam was & still is being pushed doesn't realize this rabid behavior has spread in &

throughout all the areas of society, why not? To pass such legislation would just increase and cement a foundation for the kind

of harsher measures like China is in the throes of now. If not stopped in California, so goes the nation most likely. It's Fear Porn

pushing the notion shutting down the historical process of debate & exploration along with readjustments coming from an open

process.

A process leading to a potential of better health for all shut out in favor of end goals serving a few. To believe there are no other

Fraudci's throughout the other institutions pushing narrow self-serving interest is to be blind. There is this in California and then

there is the Disinformation Board being assembled at a National Level. Tack on tracking surveillance & it's heads down, toe the

line or what? China style lock you in Solitary ConGnement? More on Fruadci, Is He Serious? www.youtube.com/watch
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mirandola yes, classic feudalism, where you get to the top of the tree by becoming a friend of a friend; nothing whatever to do

with talent, or ability; everything to do with being a part of the strongest "Group". It has taken centuries to create a workable

common law that had treated everyone the same within the rule of law; now it will take at least several generations to bring the

full force of common law back into general use. By pure chance I found this book on the cheap books shelf outside of our town

book stall; everyone needs to read it: The Norman Conquest and the Common Law by George W. Keeton M.A, LL.D, F.B.A.

published by Earnest Benn Limited 1966.

"The Norman Conquest placed England in touch with new legal ideas and with the study of Roman Law, at the same time

experiencing a new European revival. New Ideas gradually transformed the pre-existing Saxon codes and a uniform body of law,

the Common Law, became one of the two great systems which have inhuenced the legal development of the Western world and

spread to every continent." What came around; must be brought around; once again.
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Couldn't agree more. All it takes for evil to triumph is for good doctors to do nothing and remain silent. Each one must ask

themselves, who is my god? Is it money, or is it my Creator? Who is my allegiance to? That will be their one true legacy.
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miranlanda- When bills like these are introducing then someone should introduce a bill that requires the Big Pharma companies

to disclose ALL the side effects and data pertaining to the so called vaccines and all data on trials and long term safety studies

they completed all at once not just bits and pieces like they are doing now. This way if they have nothing to hide they would

comply. Can you imagine the uproar they would have? If you notice none of all the commercials from local to state health

departments list any side effects. None. Not even a simple pain at the injection site mention. Do people think they are getting

the jab by osmosis? There is an FDA regulation that does not require vaccine manufacturers to disclose the side effects on

commercials if the companies name like PGzer is not mentioned as is the case with Prevnar or Shingrix which must list side

effects.
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****So why do we honor such power grabs as the laws of the land?****** They are NOT the laws of the land, they are the enemy

of the law, and we must not let ourselves be ruled accordingly! We are governed by consent! We, the tax payers do Not consent!

And we do Not consent to the California laws hereby proposed which gag free speech and punish doctors based thereon! And

what of free speech appearing in the very Grst amendment of the US Constitution? It is time to send the bad apples home from

their position in public oace. End of story.  Wholly agree Mirandola!! I think it's because we've been trained up to be powerless

by an antiquated school system that has yet to jump into our century. What are we raising????? Not logical thinkers, I can tell

you that!
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RonaldH thank you for your shrewd thoughts. A funding source could possibly be found here, especially where a clinic is a

nonproGt entity or has a nonproGt wing https://www.candid.org  .

Boldgandydancer, there are many such dark people in high positions, unfortunately. It may be disheartening, but let's remember

to stay focused on the howers even while we deal reality as it is. If we remain light ourselves, we can do more for others and

ourselves.

Juststeve, right on and very insightful as always! To believe that xyz is not an operating dynamic is, under the current

circumstances, indeed very blind. Can't people tell a scam when they see one? To lock up the well and the sick, and across the

globe, is craziness at its best, and should raise many eyebrows about powergrabbing agendas. To coerce under duress to take a

medical procedure, ditto. And to threaten jobs and livelihood, is criminal at best. People really do need to wake up. Thank you

for what you wrote.

ChrisColes thank you for always being on the right side of the street and clear sighted. Good point that it may take several

generations to restore the rule of the law to the land. In fact i hope it does not take longer. But then again I can foresee one of

two scenarios: EIther we slide into complete dictatorship and darkness, remaining there for decades or a century, or the whole

dynamic backGres and falls down, where the plotters Gnd themselves falling into the very trap they set for others. I believe the

latter is entirely possible, due to the marches against the mandates in which people were packed like sardines in a can and the

lines of people were miles long, world wide. I also think it is entirely possible that due to side effects and deaths, that

BigPharma is going to take a cause-and-effect-based fall, and people will defect in droves to natural medicine, no longer

trusting BigPharma and the political powers that be.
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AMEN!
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Brianallen thank you for that quote and the reminder. We should all be writing to doctors across the nation and the globe, asking

them to bravely step forward and reminding them that their careers are on the line if they speak up, and they are on the line all

the more if they keep silent, given the dictatorial power grabs and the way they are going. So they might as well speak up, for

the sake of the integrity of their profession and the preservation thereof. Realistically, maybe retired docs might be more willing

to do so, but I really think that doctors should be urged to think about the longrange effects of these power grabs and how their

profession is being strangle-held.

Lovestosing a friend commented in parallel, that (before the computer age) "The TV thinks for people" and people sit in front of

it for hours on end. Myself, I just can't understand it when people don't think critically. And we were raised without TV in our

family. I think the school system, is bought off by the Feds and hence also the dumbing down, it may be deliberate. Oh how sad

this is and how wrongful! And maybe there is a reason why there is often uproar talk against charter schools. They may in fact

be our saving grace, as may various private school systems!

fvtomasch we all agree with you as do I. I am surely no fan of BigPharma and the power grab that is going on now based on

proGteering of the politicians' evidently major donor. That said, the side effects are disclosed, only in part, here though they do

not mention paralysis, seizures, comas...I have an acquaintance whose teenaged family member went into a three month coma

after receiving one of the COVID shots! Muscle pain at injection site? Get real. www.fda.gov/.../download  |

www.fda.gov/.../download  | www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/coronavirus-disease-20..  

Dordee, Thank you!
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Dear all: Last but not least, it may be evident to all of us awake and aware people on this forum, that to instill fear every Gve

minutes, let alone for two years and counting, is a form of hypnosis, coercion, inhicting of duress, with an end goal in mind. This

is criminal activity and should be noted as such by the majority of the people. To say "your body or your livelihood" ditto. But

people can be foolish, and some say "it is their job to be scaring us, they should be scaring us even more". Dictatorship, power

grabs and even abuse often come garbed as saviors.

It's time for people to see through this and to wake up. Does it ever occur to the masses that if they got away with locking up the

well and the sick alike, on a global scale, that they will repeat this massively successful fear operation again, and again, and

again? Where there are dynamics, call them out! Let those who are ready to hear, use their ears and their brains. For those who

are not ready, they are only stalling for time, at which point they too will discover that they have been victims all along, and not

beneGciaries of a "protective" measure.

It is the job of the people to protect themselves, not the job of the government to do so, and we can all see the underscore, that

when the government pretends to protect, it is really grabbing unchecked power. This needs to be pointed out, en masse.

******Please continue sharing your thoughts, your thoughts are warmly welcomed! Thank you for all you do, and for your sharp

minds and insightful ways. Appreciation!******
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I've lived in Cali over 30 years and am looking forward to retiring in several years so I can move to a no tax state when I start

drawing on retirement accounts. I've paid enough in taxes already to this state for lousy public services (roads, homeless, EDD

fraud, have a DMV chair to sit in while waiting in line outside because it takes so long, public employee pensions coming due,

the list just goes on and on). The lockdown and mask/vax mandates were another pain in the rear. They're still checking for vax

passes at the gym so I'm locked out but better that, than being vaxxed. These recent assembly bills are being fought by emails,

letters, protests at govt. oacials houses and the recent rally in downtown LA.

Bills are primarily sponsored by Richard Pan, a pediatrician and Buffy Wickes and they just don't learn. They sponsored an All

Employees Must Be Vaxxed bill last year but got so many complaints they withdrew it. Well, they brought it out again this year

with the same result. We are also Gghting additional bills for vaxxing children ( the pediatrician again). Fortunately, I'm close to

retirement so if I get Gred for not getting vaxxed (I have 10+ years with employer and he approves all claims) I'll collect

unemployment from the state. Sad to see all the children at the LA rally that govt. is trying to force vaxxes on.
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What we need is fewer fact checkers and more people searching for the truth. The truth is not a "fact" that is right or wrong. Truths are

what we learn when all views are openly discussed, what we cannot learn when open discussion is banned. Doctors are intelligent

people. Censoring them reduces our overall intelligence and quickly leads to promotion of lies necessary to support stupidity and

stupid ideas.
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My goal and focus is on my "metabolic health." Metabolic health is not available in a pill or a "jab." And unfortunately it would

appear, from most doctors.
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Intelligence unfortunately means nothing these days- most people, most doctors I encounter personally and as nurse- do not

use their intelligence and willfully obey the propaganda and have no critical thinking skills. Pharmaceuticals reign because most

people just want easy one and done answer to everything in their life with no effort
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You can also ignore chickenshit laws and regulations...it's called Civil Disobedience.
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Today's news from the WHO just broke today, NY Times also ran a similar article today: "Covid: World’s true pandemic death toll

nearly 15 million, says WHO" - - www.bbc.com/.../health-61327778  - scroll down to see the latest estimated excess death toll

by country. Its the PRISON-SYSTEM LOCKDOWNS: the CCP-derived, 14th century concept of lockdowns are most likely the true

dagger, actual cause of harm in this saga, and nearly every damn health authority in countries worldwide bought in to this. Again

INVERSION, although these so-called proposed laws have already been wiped from the slate in California legislature, were they

attempting to cover over the massive tolls to economic, psychological and human well-being from their backwards, pre-planned

thinking? HHS (Heath and Human Services) Agency's Pandemic planning had been rehearsed annually for the past 20 years and

look where it lead them!! Something's gotta give...chickenshit? How about captive agencies indeed!
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Correct, all it would take is for a majority to decide to not comply and stand together in unity. If the people were to lose their

healthcare from doctors uniting and refusing to comply this would go away rather quickly. They have more power than they

think should they choose to use it.
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rrrreal...And I thought the death count was more from the vaccinations and the parasympathetic wrecking of a media created

climate of fear....Neurotic nation...Agencies are crooked/the public allows themselves to be captives...Maybe easier said in

Rural Florida than the urban northeast.
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Surprise! These excess deaths most likely skyrocketed from hunger and poverty, hand-to-mouth existence in many third world

countries. The laptop crowd had suicides and overdoses, whereas many in other parts of the world, had no fallback, no safety

nets whatsoever. The WHO actually warned about this early on in 2020, but NO ONE seemed to listen. HEALTH AGENICES

WORLDWIDE planned, rehearsed and ran trials of govt response to any pandemic and no other opinions could be entertained.

Its the Dr. Fauci way, don't you remember? Nobody else represents science. Damage from shots is ongoing, and will be for years

to come.

However, the poorer countries did not buy the quantity nor attempt to vaccn most of their populations. No idea how to tease this

out, as "Welcome the Eagle" has been reporting, the CDC started deleting chunks of data from VAERS reporting starting

mid-April or thereabouts...nearly the same time these silly house bills from Dr. Pan and other big-Pharma supported cohorts

showed up in the California legislature. Not long after holding (2) large So. Calif. anti-mandate rallies, Del Bigtree mentioned

recently these bills are now off the table. Will Gnd that tidbit later, along with expected US food shortages late summer into fall.
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Explaining this better: saw a comparison chart of deaths per 100,000k of populations around the world. Seems the proportion

of deaths directly attributed to shots, although it appears a nasty high number, is not that far higher than expected death rates in

the oldest age groups - its insurance companies looking at 40% higher, unexpected deaths among working age groups, this is

the discussion Ed Dowd has expanded on, appears to affect most developed nations in the entire scheme of things. Whereas

the shots are the least of the issues among developing nations. A majority have no savings, living hand-to-mouth. By locking

down large swaths of these populations, these govts were/are essentially committing democide. Depending on population in a

country's peasant population, those deaths could far outstrip deaths from any virus. North America and Europe are living in a

completely other ballpark, on the other side of town.
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rrealrose, it’s worth noting that recently a Freedom of Information request to the U.K. Oace of National Statistics revealed that

only (and I do not use that word lightly) 17,000 of the 170,000 covid deaths in England and Wales were actually “from” covid.

The other 153,000 had “with” covid mentioned on the death certiGcate, and most had 2 or more co-morbidities. And the same

ONS has been running a voluntary incentivised covid testing scheme since April 2020, involving up to 240,000 households; any

member of a household from 2 YEARS OLD can take part. £50 voucher for 1st test, participant can stop there, or carry on for 4 x

weeks at £25 per test; participant can stop there, or carry on for another 11 x months at £25 per test. All testing using the

questionable PCR test. Talk about a continuous source of falsely ampliGed cases, a veritable guarantee of keeping the fear

going, all bought and paid for by Joe Public and the King’s Shilling.
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I’m feeling lately like they are about to ramp up threats against the unvaccinated again. I am only 61 and about to lose my job. I don’t

know what will become of me if I can never Gnd another. I spoke to a patient other day who had FOUR vaccines, tested Covid + with

MINOR symptoms- yet was also taking Paxlovid- they are pushing that like candy as well. Way too many people continue to drink the

friggin Koolaid
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I feel for you and all the other people who were forced to take the jab or lose their jobs. I retired in 2016 and dodged the

mandates. My younger sister and her husband were given the ultimatum but eventually refused the booster.  Our public health

institutes need to be forced to stop taking money from big pharma. This is the only way they will serve the people and not the

drug companies. Hang in their and be strong.
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rest assured, there are enough people out of work, choosing not to work, etc., right now - you might Gnd yourself in a world of

options - maybe some you hadn't even thought of!!  I haven't been sick like I am now since I was a kid - my nose is running like

tears! I'm thinking - wait - why? The only thing I can come up with is my daughter got her 2nd vax not long ago (wasn't able to

talk her out of it) ... Aren't humans just dandy?
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the government intervenes in the freedom of medical doctors practice, then nobody should trust anymore any doctor even more so. I

personally despise any "doctor" that acts as a clerk, sending a person who needs help, to do useless and often dangerous tests. Does

he/she cares ? But DO Trust your Naturopathic doctor, who is a much better option.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just yesterday a (retired) doctor told me he gets paid for every test he sends a person to get.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Look to the past, with its destroyed empires and kings and gods that rose and fell, and you will see the future, too." - Marcus Aurelius

 Consider the actions, dictates, mandates, executive orders, proclamations, provocations, and consternation of the Dying Empire.

 Become a "CIA" Thinker. Critical, Intelligent, & Aware.
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the early fall of 2021, my doctor said he was not at all sure we needed to be doing boosters and that there was not enough

information out yet to make him believe we needed any more shots. My daughter goes to the same doctor that I do 2 months later he

had done a 360 on that thinking. This doctor has always leaned toward more natural approaches now all of a sudden, he is handing out

meds like candy. I think they got to him; all of the signs are there. I have had this doctor for 25yrs it just galls me to start over at this

late stage of my life. Especially knowing if they got him, they most likely got others.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, most doctors today are pill pushers.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Unfortunately, most doctors today are pill pushers." Yes, doctors have become the legitimized drug pushers and Pharma, the

cartels.
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ins9388
Joined On 4/25/2017 12:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctors should refuse to treat any member of parliament that puts this BS to a vote. Doctors are not robots of the government or Drug

Companies. If they reopen as Health Grst Consultants I would go to them !!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it any wonder that the public has lost conGdence in MDs and the medical system? Here is a recent example. I was injured, so saw 3

different doctors thru Medicare in our local area simply because I had no better option and was concerned about serious

consequences where I was not healing and things were just not right. I was told my condition was considered serious and urgent, so

they scheduled me for an appt one week out. (?!) I did not go to the emergency room because my last wait time there was over 5

hours, very expensive and worthless.

Their careless record keeping mixed my medical records up with someone who had a heart attack! (So much for competence and

eaciency!) In each and every case, more time was spent on the wallet-ectomy than the actual medical visit. The total costs (which I

did not pay) were an exorbitant amount. The only tests that were repeatedly run were what they could get reimbursement for--not what

I needed. The Grst 2 doctors I saw gave me inappropriate meds and treatment.

The 3rd doctor just shrugged and said "I don't know" before he walked out of the room. He implied it was all in my head even though

there were observable physical symptoms. Then, since there is limited opportunity to receive good medical care in this area, I traveled

out-of-state to see an ND. I paid cash out-of-pocket. He promptly diagnosed the cause and gave me medicine that worked. The

problem was that the MDs were so set in their ways that they did not even listen to me.

If they had, in retrospect, it should have been very evident that injury followed by loss of movement indicated likely nerve injury. To add

insult to injury, I received a check in the mail from the medical oace. I called to inquire what it was about. They claimed computer error

and said I should not have had a copay. Supposedly, I will receive another refund in the mail for another appt. In other words, the billing

employees did not do their job right, wasting time, resources, delayed recovery
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- Oh yes, they also misspelled my name in 2 ways--they could not even copy it correctly off my Medicare card. Was

there not a single competent employee in the entire oace?! When I told customer service I had received inadequate care, they

asked if I wanted to be connected with medical services to complain. Then, they informed me that MS does not answer their

phone, but I would be welcome to leave a voicemail message. This is very reminiscent of what happens when I call my

congressperson...

This kind of medical service is nothing but theft since I do not receive the anything of value for the taxes that were deducted

from my checks. In fact, it was worse than nothing because I wasted my time (off work), gas, purchased medicine I did not

need, was ridiculed and my recovery delayed. I am now in the process of requesting my medical records, anticipating there were

unprofessional and negative comments written about me in addition to general incompetence. If so, their lives will become very

"interesting".

Where is the shame when patients are treated like this? The medical system is just one more of systems that are failing and

collapsing. Fortunately, I can occasionally afford to travel to another state and pay cash. However, it is harder to do when one

suffers injuries that should receive prompt treatment. Since I am pretty healthy, I rarely suffer anything except occasional

injuries related to my work and active lifestyle. That is, I do not sit around wrapped in a cocoon.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hear you, Almond. My grandfather, a coal miner with suspected black lung, had not seen a doctor until his mid 90's. When the

paramedics came and were told this would be the Grst time in his life he would be seeking medical care, the response was that

this was why he had lived so long.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you forgot to list AB 1993. (California Assembly Bill) This bill would require an employer to require each person who is an

employee or independent contractor, and who is eligible to receive the COVID-19 vaccine, to show proof to the employer that the

person has been vaccinated against COVID-19. The bill was recently "shelved" due to massive protests from the public and the

Truckers Convoys. Just because it has been shelved does not mean it is permanently beyond reach.

californiahealthcoalitionadvocacy.org/AB1993
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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otis101, go Ggure? With the highly contagious variants targeting the vaxxed, not the unvaxxed covid recovered (based on Israel's

boosted data). At what point does common sense kick in? For most, this is no worse than a bad cold, an equal-opportunity

virus; however, the vaxxed plus boosted are at far greater risk of contracting it! Looking at what these "lawmakers" tried to

instigate! Idiots, making it clear as day these guys are paid shills for Big Pharma. So the veil lifts and what's behind this instead

of a little old man at the controls (the wizard), are "bought and paid for" lawmakers. Sorry California is Grst state, most likely not

last to attempt legislating stupidity.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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It's time to let CA go. People are leaving that state in mass groves! Let the little communist state and all the socialist that love it have

it! Everyone else that thinks like a normal democrat or republican should leave. Since 2018 there's been a max exodus of CA:

elsewww.msn.com/en-us/news/us/thomas-the-ongoing-mass-exodus-from-californ..  Here's a study conducted by Uhaul in 2020 that

shows the #1 state for UHaul customers "moving to" was TN, followed by TX and FL:

www.ktvu.com/news/study-conGrms-california-exodus-with-more-people-le..  I can vouch for that! I've never seen so many CA license

plates in TN in my life.

I can't Gnd the article for some reason, but Fox News reported last week that nearly 300,000 people left CA in 2021. Already in the 1st

quarter of 2022, CA has seen almost as many people leave that state as they did the entire year of 2021. So it is possible for CA to

lose more than a MILLION people in 2022. These new draconian laws Newsome and Nazi Pelosi keep pushing will only speed up the

process. It real simple to understand why.

CA has nothing that appeals to the average person except beaches and nice weather. If you are the average person, you can't afford to

enjoy either of those 2 in CA. TX and FL aren't cheap places, but both offer as much as CA when it comes to lifestyle choices with little

to no restrictions. I can't explain TN's growth. It appeals to me (it's where I live), but I moved from AR. Why anyone from CA would Gnd

TN attractive is beyond me. Everyone from Cali is welcome to our southern hospitality, but PLEASE leave your insane political WOKE

views in CA.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JamNjim Actually this mass exodus has been going on for much longer than 2018, because of the laws that have been passed

ridding children of medical exemptions. It has been a very long time that California has been an enemy of businesses and

families. But, you are correct, the exodus has increased the past 2 years because California has now become an enemy of

everyone, who lives here. As far as those leaving CA, for medical and other freedoms of choice, they are generally not of the

same caliber of those taking the lead in this state.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, not only that, but CA passed even STRICTOR vaccination laws, that all but eliminated any exemptions for school

children, and it requires any doctor that issues 5 or more medical exemptions to be AUDITED! Look at the date Newsome signed

this into law. He did this in Sept 2019!! www.cnn.com/2019/09/10/politics/california-vaccine-bill-gavin-newsom/i..  I don't

believe in coincidences. It was around that same time period when Bill Gates was telling the world we should have a "pandemic

exercise".
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It's time to let CA go. People are leaving that state in mass droves!" Or perhaps the people of CA should consider reintroducing

the former Proposition 9, the Three State Initiative. duckduckgo.com/?q=california+3+state+initiative&t=newext&atb=v..   ~~~

 Or maybe the Jefferson State concept: www.opb.org/television/programs/oregonexperience/article/state-of-jeff..  Is that

proposed boundary between CA and S. CA on the San Andreas Fault???
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@jamnjim, Tennessee's government operators intend to outlaw abortion. That is the kind of "southern hospitality" my ladyfriend

and I can live without.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I left after SB277. Buh bye! Never looked back. But do enjoy visiting - with my non vaxxed self and crew hahaha! Take that, Sen

Pan! Blecht!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Won't matter for much longer, read the "news" and there's a massive drought occurring in Nevada, California, Arizona, no idea

what western people will be using for water or hydroelectricity (from dams). Calif. already announced even more severe water

restrictions starting June 1.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthurrieloutlook.com, For each their own I guess. I have not heard anything concerning banning abortions. I'll take that over

vaccine mandates any day. You can always cross state lines to a state that allows it. It is now legal in TN to buy Ivermectin

without a prescription. Maybe that's why people are moving here?

lc.org/newsroom/details/042722-ivermectin-now-easily-available-in-tenn..  You could just get the mRNA jabs and you won't

have to worry about getting pregnant. If she's already pregnant just get a booster for a miscarriage.
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonder how much money Pan is getting under the table? Past time for an investigation.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be more informative to Gnd out how much C19 vaccine stock he owns. As a member of Calif legis, usu. that info is

required to be disclosed. That's how we found out about Susan Rice's (Biden's domestic policy advisor) multi-mil-$ ownership in

PGzer stock. She's not the only one, either.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its not even under the table, if you look online, you will see his compensation from Big Pharma listed (or at least posting used to

be available) under most compensated CA state senators.
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petsur
Joined On 2/12/2010 5:14:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If medical dictatorship appeals to you, vote democrat.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Critical, Intelligent, & Aware Thinkers seldom vote democrat. But the "dimowits" don't care, as it appears that CIA Thinkers are

not a very large voting block.  Maybe that will change?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If freedom appeals to you, research a) the text of bills and b) the Congressional voting record....regardless of any stripes and

colors. C) Work for election reform, campaign Gnancing reform (bribe money is the root of our problems, leading to insincere

politicians in oace for the real purpose of self gain), and for term limits in public oace. Rope all Americans into doing much the

same. Then we will have a different and better America. My two cents. ~~~Last but not least, invoke the 14th amendment,

which puts a check on unfettered "Lawmaking" (and law breaking) power by legislators:

constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or

immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, ALL politicians have been bought and sold many times over. Don't contribute to the division.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1 - unfortunately I agree. I did not provide full-disclosure. I seldom vote Democrat or Republican.  Two sides of the

same coin. Both support; big government, big spending, US/British hegemony, unipolar world, trash the constitution, and

continued support for the oligarchy (The Powers That Be). And yes - follow the money. And both have the same playbook - keep

the populace divided and uninformed, and provide great (give me some rope please) TV viewing with substantial snacks being

available.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SENATOR PAN IS A DEMOCRAT! And a communist, if you ask me. I know both sides contribute the problem and having two

parties (not what our founding fathers wanted) with push and pull, used to keep us somewhere in the middle. I fear right now

things are going too far in the wrong direction :(
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This type of regulation is simply an extension of decades old laws. FDA rules, heavily enforced, say no doctor can claim their product

can be used to diagnose, prevent, treat, or cure any disease unless it is approved by the FDA. These rules are so severe that doctors

who publish their beliefs about treatments routinely put medical disclaimers front and centre in every copy. How can this censorship

exist unchallenged? It can exist because medical proof of cure is not possible in any individual case. Case studies have long been

banned from most medical research publications - they are just "one doctor's opinion", not scientiGc (translation "not bureaucratic

enough".)

Cured is not medically deGne for ANY non- infectious disease, so no individual doctor - conventional, alternative, or otherwise, can

proof a cure is present, much less prove the "cause of the cure." The only change this type of legislation proposes is to extend the rules

to cover infectious diseases like COVID-19. After all, the bureaucracy might argue..."deaths from COVID are due to the non-infectious

aspects of disease, not due to the virus. As well, cured cannot be proven for any viral disease." Modern medicine has become

bureaucratic medicine, functioning by rules of a bureaucracy that has no "Theory of Cure" and no interest in a theory of cure.

After all, the bureaucracy says - all cure claims are anecdotal - every cure is a single case, a story, an anecdote. So all cure claims are

anecdotal, not scientiGc. TRUTH: Health is whole. An illness is a hole in health. A cure Glls the hole. Unfortunately, for corporate and

government bureaucracies, the hole must be Glled with health, not with medicines - so all cures must be banned. Until we study the

theory of cure scientiGcally, the bureaucracies will continue to rule medicine. Doctors must function within the bureaucracy, under its

censorship rules.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recall that not so long ago American dental practitioners could lose their license for explaining that 'silver Gllings' contained

mercury, courtesy of the ADA.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lawmakers are violating the law, they do NOT have unchecked lawmaking power, and this has to be called out. The 14th

amendment says: "No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any

person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." READ MORE constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh California is trying to do more than that. They removed the requirement for informed consent for end of life (assisted suicide)

medications/treatment. Removed the requirement for a second doctor to conGrm, starting in 2023.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What if the lawmakers (better known as lawbreakers) themselves became the victims of the laws they drafted and voted into

law? Wow. The foolish short sightedness! "it will never happen to me" and "I am immune" may be false assumptions.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn't it in CA where the Elementary Schools were coercing students with PIZZA to get a mRNA jab without the parents

consent?
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This very thing has been going on for years, here in California, just because honest and ethical doctors were writing medical

exemptions for children who had reacted severely to past vaccines and needed an exemption to attend public school. The CA

legislatures led by Senator Pan, have pretty much banned all 3 exemptions to the point that children cannot get any exemption thus

forcing them to homeschool. Which is not a bad thing, actually. Others and I mean thousands have hed the state to Gnd medical

freedom for their children elsewhere.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried to Gnd the article. It has either been removed and/or censorship at work. I've provided a link on here before back in 2020.

CA copied MS's rules for mandatory school vaccinations. MS does not offer any exemptions PERIOD! It was at the beginning of

the pandemic and Dr. Mercola posted an article about the mRNA jabs and future health concerns. I made reference to all

vaccines and used MS as an example. MS has the highest childhood obesity rate and the LOWEST test scores. MS has the

lowest life expectancy. MS also has the highest school-aged vaccination percentage. Coincidence??? CA took notice of the fact

that MS had a higher vaccination rate in their public schools than they had so they passed laws to make their vaccine

requirements be like MS.
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kj1990
Joined On 8/5/2021 4:29:24 AM
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Can Pan and his cronies be sued for reckless endangerment for trying to mandate a vaccine that they should know causes heart

problems?…
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's why you never get vaccinated for something that isn't going to kill you in the Grst place. If your job or state mandates it

you Gnd a new job and move.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The thing doctors need to do about this is, of course, keep doing what they know is right. Doctors have always had the right to practice

as they determine beneGts the patient. Also there IS the right to free speech. Doctors need to ignore the apparent bullying about their

free speech and practice. It's not easy to have an action on your license, especially if your views/treatment can be corroborated. It's

more fear tactics than anything.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctors need to team up together and speak out. If they think they will lose their license now, wait until the dictatorial noose

tightens even more around their neck. It is really foolish to think that a career will not be destroyed if only one obeys the gags

and keeps silent. Things will only get worse. The time for doctors to speak out, is now more than it ever was before. And they

need to do so in teams and big numbers. Just let the State prove how much they care about the people and their wellbeing, just

let them delicense the many doctors opposed! This could be the most obvious political showdown in the history of the USA.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@junieb, Requiring one to obtain permission, in the form of a license or registration, from government operators in order to

practice any profession or trade must be completely, permanently, and unconditionally abolished. They do nothing whatsoever

to guarantee competence, honesty, integrity, or safety.
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jamNjim
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Most doctors work for a hospital network and the hospitals make the rules. If you are in their network (like Methodist, Baptist,

etc) and you prescribe someone HCQ or Ivermectin for Covid-19 they will Gre you and you will lose your license. TN is getting

around these dictator want-a-be's by legalizing the drugs for sale OTC that the doctors fear to prescribe you. I don't know how

they are doing that without FDA approval, but I'll take it.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's the difference between voluntary media censorship and sins of omission? There is no difference.
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rjsvan54
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There is only one way to stop a dictatorship.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was the whole point of Obama nationalized health care. Anyone that was not aware is living in the matrix
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jamNjim
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Yep! It all comes back to Obamacare. Obama is still behind the curtains pulling the strings.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I started out reading this thinking to myself, "This sounds like Sen Pan's wet dream!" ... then I kept reading - Ohhhh, this might pass -

look at SB277!! That would make Pan ever so happy! And then I read it: 1) Introduced by: 3) Introduced by: 4) Introduced by: 5)

Introduced by: 6) Introduced by: FIVE OF THESE! Pan is behind FIVE of these. Does he think we want to live like we're in COMMUNIST

CHINA?  Who the heLL would choose to live behind the iron curtain? If nothing else, I'd think the core values of Americans would be

severely challenged by these and a true American would be willing to Gght against them.  But then, where is everybody? Why aren't

they waking up? After speaking to a Gilead rep over the weekend, I was stunned by the information being given to me.

Suace it to say, maybe 'they' were right in choosing this time frame. The brainwashing (aside from the woke people, many of them I

adore from right on here!) it might be complete enough for things like this to pass. As for the NLFD - we've been leaning in that

direction for awhile now. Look at unlinking autism and vaccines - um, apparently no doctor has seen the blue lines around the lips of a

child before being permanently injured? Are you kidding me? For my girlfriend, the needle wasn't even out of his leg yet when it

happened.

He was gone behind his eyes right after. - that was over ten years ago now. "Thanks for taking one for the team?" Is that what you say

to a mother with a child permanently injured? Why do we put our trust in people who call their medical business their "practice." It's a

guessing game. Don't run a comprehensive blood panel, we guess and treat symptoms. No dang wonder I'm so disgusted with this

industry. The rules for life aren't that hard, but somebody has got to push keeping your body's terrain healthy or we really are in for a

world of hurt. *end rant.  What a day!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

its quite obvious that this senator Pan is being 'well paid' for his criminal actions .....when his term is up he will just disappear

and not face the facts he has successfully SCREWED Calif........ he either Well Paid...or being Blackmailed......which is usually

what makes these congressmen so 'Pliable'~!~~!!!!
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mrrobb - I have heard his pockets are full, he's another insane one that will probably keep climbing ladders because our country

is being taken over by this communistic mentality. People want to be controlled. Isn't it awesome? You won't own anything, and

you will be happy - and controlled.
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Joined On 6/4/2010 8:00:59 PM
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Well the solution to that problem is easy. Just let the majority of Dr.'s leave CA and see how that works for them.
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Good point! You can't unsee and unknow what we know now. To keep pushing against this empty stupid agenda with the whole

plandemic thing is just ridiculous.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

California is a hell hole. That’s where Hollyweird is and all of those libtard celebrities and that stupid governor Newsom. I would get out

of there fast. Nothing good for people in California
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The politburo of the People's Republic of California now want to throttle back the medical community as they've done to social media.

The American Left has been working overtime to turn this nation into another impoverished third-world country, and CA leads the way

into that trash heap of history. If this latest move succeeds, the good doctors will leave, and only the puppets and witch doctors will

remain.
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curtis7
Joined On 4/22/2012 10:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola, Incredible that we have sunk to this degree.. you know the majority of this 1984 legislation was written by Big

Pharma... well, we have our work cut out for us.. vote this BP 1984 down and vote the clowns that put it forward out.. thank you for

that list. makes it easy to chase down these BOUGHT AND PAID FOR BP LACKEYS..
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Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM
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Why are these politicians not educated by the concerned public? They need to be confronted and warned not to tread on our right to

choice. Where are the men who ejected the british tyrants not so long ago ?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Educated or challenged? But you should have seen them come out en masse when we tried to challenge SB277 - they thought

we were bringing the grim reaper or something!
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pan has also introduced a number of controling bills, including relating to rental housing. Rent control, additional income taxes if

selling a house within 5 years of purchase, not allowing houses to be removed from the rental market. So far they have been stopped,

but Pan is a scary little control type. Hoping he goes in the next election.
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What is Pan's full name and what district does he represent?
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Shepard505, Pan and his fellow Statists (Democrat and Republican) need the Ceausescu treatment.
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What motivates the so-called 'lawmakers' to supress and censor doctors like this? None of them even know what is misinformation or

disinformation - and most don't even know the difference between the two!  This is yet another attempt to remove a person's ability

and right to self-determine, as in decide what is right or wrong, good or bad, and to use their professional knowledge, experience and

judgement to provide their services. I don't want to see a doctor that isn't allowed to give me the full beneGt of his/her advice, who is

limited by law in what advice or treatment can be given. When I vote in an election, I do not authorise my elected representative to act

in any way that reduces or removes any of my freedoms and rights, or limit the ability of professionals to only provide 'oacially

approved' services and advice.
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'Misinformation' is a half-baked substitution for 'lies' anyway which probably circumvents litigation. These people surely know

they are on dodgy ground with their assertions.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Galeforce, you mentioned voting, well it just so happens today is voting day in Scotland. No doubt our Grst minister will get in

again to the detriment of our nation. The sheeple believe and will vote for this person who still advises wearing masks injecting

5year olds and creating fear and speaks openly of this NWO. She has photos of shaking hands with Bill Gates. Loads of my

friends and relations are still wearing masks and getting their 4th jab. There is such a degree of compliance and no visible

differing of opinions. No political party that sees the truth in all this farce to vote for. The other parties follow the narrative too.

The BBC has a lot to answer for - feeding the public the one sided lie.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Fourteenth amendment prohibits "lawmakers" from acting randomly or breaking the law to create others. They do NOT have

unchecked power! This has to be invoked and spread around widely. Knowledge is power!

constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or

immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bingo! During this whole plandemic I've had my own discernment challenged. It made me think, how many people have given

over their discernment (gut feeling/intuition) to these people? Not good! Not good at all! (
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac46, I too am in Scotland and agree with all you say. Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely and the

compliant masses that you mention will never see it. I have never voted for anyone in years, preferring to spoil my ballot paper

by writing “none of them” on it; I Grmly believe, like some countries already have done, that there should be another box below

all the candidates with “none of the above” in it. If enough people ticked this box, perhaps we could rid ourselves of politicians

forever? It’s no coincidence that the more we allow political involvement in our daily lives, the poorer we are.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctors often make investments in partial ownership of medical facilities, so I suggest a variation that would solve these communist

state impositions. Doctors can jointly invest in a mega-cruise ship conversion into a hospital ship with the state-of-the-art latest

greatest diagnostic and medical equipment to make it the world's premier hospital with live aboard accommodations. Keep it at sea

and declare it to be a sovereign nation. As such, negotiate with the nations of the world for recognition as a nation with full sovereignty

at their ports by offering heads of states premiere medical services in exchange. Doctors can license themselves as doctors under

their own national authority and ignore the foolishness and communist controls. Give the United States of America competition in

being true to the Constitution. Adopt the Constitution of the United States as we aren't using it. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great idea, thanks RonaldH! But who will fund it? Start looking here https://www.candid.org
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

do you reaqlly think the globalists would not stop that from happening ? Laws are irrelvant, in case you havent noticed. They do

what they want,. tell whatever lie or reason they want, and it is done. While we whine and complain.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hercster, Bombing a hospital ship with dignitaries from powerful nations from around the world would be stupid.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ronald_H, I suggest you read Lysander Spooner's analysis of the US Constitution titled, "No Treason: The Constitution of No

Authority". You will never look at the US Constitution the same again, nor will you continue to mindlessly invoke it.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Test. My reply attempt doesn't send. Says: "... already exists." But it doesn't. That sent, so I edit and add what I had intended to

post that wouldn't post:    (It appears I needed to fool an automated system, but why did it  arthurrieloutlook.com IF not reading

the socialist musings of your hero is "mindless," then I have just remedied that and can now comment that The Constitution of

my United States of America is plain and simple and requires nothing else to explain it and particularly not by a socialist with

agendas Such reminds me of Tom Clay who self-professed his brilliance was so great that he can take either side of any issue

and get people to agree and then switch sides and get the very same people to switch and agree or at least those who can

follow convoluted thinking that is the nature of evil.  Who is mindless in that example? He also said: "I [he] have no problem with

killing a hundred million people, if it results in conGscation of guns from the people."    I love my EXCEPTIONAL United States of

America
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a very special, very hot, eternal place waiting for that Senator Pan.
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yer1281
Joined On 8/29/2018 2:20:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evil corruptors has already failed that’s even why their trying to implement all these new BS which the people will continue to Gght

and win.
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skybleuct
Joined On 12/6/2017 11:36:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone noticed the gradual corporate takeover of doctors’ oaces/medical facilities? There appears to be some sort of ‘urgent

care’ corporate storefront on every corner.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found an integrative clinic that takes insurance. Unfortunately, they are all masked, and the last clinician I saw there said she

was very angry at those who refused the shot. I was not expecting that viewpoint at a holistic clinic.
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is San Fransisco's Pelosi controls the US House of Representatives as the majority of the House will just vote the way Pelosi

wants and collect their monster paychecks. The US Senate is Controlled by San Fransisco's Harris as 50% of the Senate will just vote

the way Harris wants and collect their monster paychecks. Somehow, 51% of the US voted in the last election to force the US to follow

whatever these two former district attorneys of San Fransisco want for our country. Somehow, that does not seem to be a fair

representation of the people of the US. But basically what California and San Fransisco want, the rest of the country will be forced

without choice to have whether they want it or not. The President may just be a puppet. Seems like we the people have lost our

freedom of choice in the last Presidential election. We have given all of our power of freedom over to California's leadership.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's say I was a doctor in California (I am neither). Someone comes to me and asks, should I take the Covid shot? My answer? If I tell

you my opinion, I could lose my license. If that person can read between the lines, he would know what my opinion is. Do you think that

would work? Let's say I was a doctor in a state where doctors are required to do abortions or refer for abortions (i am none of these). A

woman comes to me and wants me to do an abortion or refer for one. My answer? I am not competent to do an abortion on you safely,

and I don't know of a doctor I consider competent who does abortions, and I don't want to recommend someone who could cause you

harm. I wonder why no one has mentioned this type of approach. Do you think any doctors are doing this?
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was NEVER a "pandemic". Try Scamdemic instead. Second, California? I am not surprised one bit. Any doctor with any sense will

move out of the state and practice elsewhere. The cost? California loses honest doctors. The beneGt? The rest of the U.S. beneGts

from California's stupidity and gets their best doctors. I say it's a win-win.
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debbieastle
Joined On 5/10/2021 3:59:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in California, aka Commifornia and as a conservative in Placer County (the only republican stronghold left in Cal) we are severely

out numbered. The ration is about 4 Dems to every 1 Rep, we no longer have a voice in this state. I will keep voting conservative

though.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shannon gave me this link. Everyone should be watching this series and passing it along to friends and family.

go2.propaganda-exposed.com/.../episode-1
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am going to say a few words that will anger a lot of people. If you have children and esp. if you have a large family, these are things

you should be thinking about and doing. Inhation will not go away. Perhaps prices will level off rather than increasing as fast. Inhation

is also a sign of shortages—whether goods or the resources needed to produce them. It also rehects, not so much higher prices, but a

devalued dollar that buys less, so you need more of them. If there are many mouths to feed at your house, realize there are 1100 meals

in a year. During hard times, people will likely be working harder and need even more calories and nutrient-dense foods than usual.

I am tired of hearing people with the means to help themselves say, “I will trust God to provide.” There is also something in the bible

about “multiplying your talents”. You are expected to help yourself and be prepared, not just wait for manna to fall from the sky. This

means you put up a bit extra every week if that is all you can afford to buy. If you have land under your feet, you plant a garden, plant

fruit trees/vines/grapes, maybe raise some kind of animal or poultry. You learn how to store and preserve food.

With a large family, you should already be buying in bulk to save money and keep ahead of hungry teenagers. Consider restaurant

supply stores and warehouses, but be a smart shopper! Consider buying Gsh off the boat and cutting it up yourself if you are near a

port. Knowing how to butcher meat places you at an advantage where meat shortages are due to butchers being overwhelmed. You

don’t need shrink-wrapped meat on a Styrofoam tray. You can cut and wrap it yourself. At least, know how to cut up a bird. Once you

can do that, most small game animals are similar.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- SPRINGTIME FOOD GATHERING. Take advantage of opportunities to harvest wild foods around you, too. Depending

where you live, in late winter thru late spring, you may raise or wild-harvest ramps, morels, wild asparagus, wild strawberries,

seafood, rhubarb, various greens and even weed salads. Smelt do not run every year, but can be an abundant source of protein

in good years. Easy netting. I only wish I had more time for Gshing as I know a perfect Gshing hole! Herbs are starting to sprout.

(Everyone should get loveage established.) Soft spring garlic (volunteers you let go wild) that must be used fresh and garlic

scapes (our favorite vegetable).

Winter butchering just ended for many people. You should have been networking to Gnd out which farmers or butchers would

save organ meats and bones (bone broth) for you. This is a season of abundance for eggs, so start looking for eggs in rural

areas if your supermarket is out. If you have more than you can eat at once, Gnd recipes to preserve food in different ways. This

is also the time of year when you should be able to get plants, starts, cuttings and scionwood from gardeners, although it is now

prob too late to start rooting grape cuttings.

You should have tomato and other starter plants on your window sill—maybe rooting sweet potato slips if your climate is

favorable for growing them. Meanwhile, you should be eating up the last of your crock pickles and cold storage onions, carrots,

garlic and shallots. It is a good time of year to watch for cheap or free freezers and kitchen stuff as many people make plans for

long-distance moves and realize what they cannot take with them. (craigslist free, etc.) There is so much you can do for

yourself. It is 10% knowledge and 90% action.
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Beef has become cost prohibitive. I notice pork is still inexpensive. One way to stretch the budget I Gnd is to make beef and

lamb stew, tagines and vegetable curries.
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Ways people can be controlled: FOOD. This includes seed avail (inc. heirloom), fertilizer, fuel, farm equipment, labor, distribution,

processing and packaging, etc. Water is also an issue as no one can live without it—it is becoming increasingly claimed and controlled

by govt. ENERGY. Not only what you put in your tank, but what powers your home, pumps your water and enables your communication.

MONEY. The person who controls the money supply controls the individual. The more control, the greater the loss of individual rights.

Digital currency. UNJUST LAWS, REGULATIONS and MANDATES.

Whether it be special rights or denial of rights. Tax increases. Social credit scores. THE RIGHT TO OWN PROPERTY. Real estate,

money, personal possessions. This includes the right to keep and bear arms. The right to be secure in one’s home—no searches unless

a crime has been committed and there is a warrant. Control and use of your own money. A person with no money or assets has little

inhuence in society. The right to earn money, choose where to live, what to purchase, etc. ACCESS to MEDICAL CARE. Short of trauma

care, you can often Gnd better solutions than standard medicine.

MIND CONTROL. Public education, media, intolerance of opinions outside of “group think”. The antidotes are independent thinking,

organizing and grassroots activism, self-reliance, not being trapped in debt by living beyond your means, prioritizing virtue, networking
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organizing and grassroots activism, self-reliance, not being trapped in debt by living beyond your means, prioritizing virtue, networking

with like-minded individuals, skills and educating yourself, preparedness. Do not depend on govt or others to do for you what you can

do for yourself. Good decisions are rarely based on fear and intimidation.
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EXACTLY hoe the Chinese communist party operates smearing 'dissidents' characters and brutal tyranny
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The left is not able to defend their stand on positions they have fostered. The far left has no legitimate, scientiGc basis for any of their

claims, so there is no debate or discussion, just threats and personal attacks toward individuals, and removal from platforms for

dialog. It's all about money, power, and control toward their evil agendas.
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So true!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If you had children, would you want Dr Richard Pan as their paediatrician?  He - like 'Dr' Fauci is an ABSOLUTE disgrace to the medical

profession. It is these two - for starters - who should lose their medical licences - not those doctors who are trying to help those of us

who resist the propaganda and lies that emanate daily via mainstream media. Dr Pan - along with a whole slew of Democrat wannabe

Dictators - has sponsored and co-sponsored some extremely disturbing bills that are currently being reviewed by various committee

members in California's Legislature.

Luckily, there are at least two very vocal groups here in California that are pushing back against these disgusting, nefarious people:

Stand for Health Freedom & A Voice for Choice Advocacy. We all need to keep vigilant and continue to push back against the

disgusting globalists who wish to depopulate and enslave us. There are MORE of us around who are aware of what is going on; just

that MSM make it very diacult for us to communicate effectively – although it is happening.
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I called a bunch of senators oaces a couple of days ago to oppose the bill allowing 12 year old kids to consent to the 'shot'

without parental permission or knowledge. I got voicemails for a few, the rest of the calls were answered by assistants, and I

just said as a mom I oppose the bill. I have no clue if the effort of calling makes a difference, but I tried anyway.
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CALIFORNIA THE LAND of tyranny is nothing new. They’ve always had to answer to govt in ways other states never did.  If i lived there

id move. Too bad too its so beautiful. Maybe that’s why they think they can get away with basically anything. Bunch of Crazies w their

heads in the clouds. They should rename the whole state LA LA LAND.
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for bringing this to light -- California is run by idiots...even more so than D.C. This is censorship to the extreme!

Vote NO to this!! Problem is, there are so many liberals in CA, that they probably think this is okay! Gotta stop this from

progressing...we have to save our freedoms, & doctors must have the freedom to treat their patients as THEY see Gt!!
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I am shocked at how the radical liberal ideology has penetrated the minds of almost everyone I know here. There is no

reasoning with them. It isn't about republican vs. democrat at this point, it is about 'dogmatic virtue identiGcation' vs. fact and

corruption veriGcation.
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It seems that "licenses" have been relegated to the same level of meaningfulness as things like the Nobel Peace Prize.
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I'm a doctor denyor. Will only speak with a holistic physician. Nobody else.
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If you can afford them, most don't take insurance.
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It is coming to every State, here in MI our great Governor already threatened doctors if they used hydroxychloroquine,

www.detroitnews.com/story/opinion/2020/03/26/opinion-michigans-doctors..  POLITICIANS HAVE NO BUSINESS IN MEDICINE! If

Doctors are using it, there obviously seeing results...
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TN just made it legal to buy Ivermectin OTC. lc.org/newsroom/details/042722-ivermectin-now-easily-available-in-tenn..  I

suggest you leave the draconian state of MI and move to a state with fewer restrictions.
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So happy I do not live in California but Missouri!
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Hi Neighbor! Not sure what the story is behind Missouri's little boot hill, but without it you wouldn't share a border with TN.
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By telling people of academia what they are to talk about or express is an attempt to negate individual intelligence, expertise and

debate to pursue state ordained science such that science can no longer be done opening and honestly on the bases of merit. In other

words science must not have application if it upsets certain stakeholders. One only need speak to experts on topics where the science

was already out there for all to see but nothing was done or applied to society for the beneGt of consumers because vested interests

had a commercial or reputational stake. It was not the science written down in journals that sparked change as this often sat inert on

some shelf.

It was not until individual experts with courage and tenacity took that science and brought it to the attention of others to warn them

and for others to later take legal action for victims. I would suggest that historically no government or health authority to date had

such a record or initiative. This principle where medical science and evidence was used to ban or withdraw dangerous commercially

available products is long standing for example glyphosate, Agent Orange and the many withdrawn pharmaceutical medications none

of which would have occurred if individual speech was censored or under threat of livelihood.

So now we have an attempt to allow Covid vaccines to somehow escape this principle where a long held precedent exists for

consumer available medical products. Until one sees evidence that health authorities are at the forefront of detection these outspoken

individuals do a great service to the community and are more vigilant and proactive than any governing authority. Censorship is an

attempt to remove or delay this detection that has so long served the community and one must ask what would the government put or

already have in its place that was as effective and proven so.
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The biggest obstacle with all of this is Doctors themselves. If the majority of Doctors simply refused to comply the state would

essentially have no healthcare by virtue of shooting itself in the foot then this would go away in short order. But since too many decide

to go along to get along they screw over the rest. There is power in numbers. Do the numbers mean that there are more woke than

non-woke doctors in the state?
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They all should have objected at the beginning. They looked the other way for the most part, before their jobs were on the line.

Giving up their power so easily allowed this take over. I think many young people will think twice before choosing medicine as a

career now, as they will realize they are not really treating individuals, but are trained as extensions on the arms of pharma.

 What fulGllment can there be in that except a hefty paycheck.  It is all so cringeworthy. I'm thinking too, that diagnoses and

prescriptions will be done on the computer, so there will be little place in society left for a family doctor. Yes, we are in a

dystopian reality that will get worse before it gets better. Suffering usually precedes transformation. If someone isn't waking up,

then I think 'they haven't suffered the consequences yet' when they do things will start to change.
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I just learned that the plague was started when the rumor that women with cats were witches, so they killed all the cats. Gotta take a

moment and thank Dr Mercola for his unrelentless pursuit of a free and just America again!
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In 1958, Mao Zedong ordered the killing of sparrows, driving them almost to extinction, which lead to an explosion of locusts,

which led to destruction of grain, which led to famine, which led to the death of over 45 million people.
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California, Oregon, and Washington are in a pac with the COVID pandemic, so if CA passes this bill, OR and WA are next in line. Why

can't people see what's going on? Is CA in cohoots with Putin, because this is what Putin did with anyone spreading what he feels is

disinformation. What was disinformation a year ago is now being proven truth. Really, take away our freedom of speech! Why don't "We

the people" put an end to all this by simply saying NO and taking a nonviolent action of decline to any of this futuristic

nazism/totalarium sanctamonious BS put on by narcissistic, egomanic, insecure, self-serving people in power because of money and

their brilliant ways of manipulation to get what they want......control. People.....WAKE UP and just say NO! MAJORITY can accomplish

what is "right" for this world.
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I think everyone here is saying no. The problem is the majority in California prefer the hypnotized state and are unreachable.
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The experiences I have had with doctors the past few years, it seems most of them are already government agents . . .
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Traitors put forth six other bills...is one of them to change the state's name to Commiefornia?
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Tell me again why universal health care is a great idea. Just imagine a bill like this applying to ALL illnesses and their treatment. A

group of people whose medical knowledge could Gt in a shot glass determining what practitioners can and cannot do. What could

possibly go wrong?
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wareagle, "...people whose medical knowledge could Gt in a shot glass..." A shot glass ?? You are very generous ! More like a

miniature thimble with a hole in it!
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I believe that such a measure is clearly unconstitutional and that lawyers need to get ramped up to oppose this.
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The whole pandemic scenario is unconstitutional and illegal and "they", so far, are getting away with breaking laws left and right

(so to speak) because "we the people" are allowing it. Try to Gnd a court of law that's not bought off (another illegal issue) or

coerced by the powers that be. Greed by money for power the root of all evil!!
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS SAYS IT ALL:  "Doctors have an ethical obligation to treat each patient as an individual..." My physiology is so unique and, well,

"weird" that almost anything that Gts the bill for others, doesn't Gt for me. I'm autoimmune and I've had "treatments" for autoimmune

issues cause unusual side effects, as well as usual side effects and have been sent to psychiatrists for my "refusal to comply" Me?

Individual? No, no way, cram me in the chicken processing plant with all the others, I must comply, my body must comply I MUST BE

standard, average and like the others. Now, multiply me by the planet. Individualism will soon be criminal. Wait and watch and see. . . .
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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Totalitarianism is about the destruction of individuality in order to serve the collective, which really means the state elite.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One would hope that seeing the nightmare that the beautiful state of California is becoming would be enough to keep the rest of the

states from following in their footsteps. There is a large inhux of Californians moving to my state and our state capitol is becoming a

"little California". Fortunately the rest of the state is appalled by this situation and hopefully it will be mostly conGned to this one city. I

just can't understand the ignorance of people who hee from a bad situation only to recreate it somewhere else. Are they incapable of

learning from past mistakes?
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I had a crystal ball to peer into....I would see the state of California with not only a massive part of existing health care and hospitals

under day by day .Gov controlled mandates to ruin health overall. What I see that is ever more looming is a gigantic water shortage

that was predicted 50 yrs ago. Calif has failed to foster the technology of dozens more large salt water desalination plants all along

the paciGc coast and especially near high density pops and just as important crop Gelds. No water? No people! No affordable food or

AG commerce? No people!  No freedoms? No people! The time to vacate yourself and family was yesterday!  Why wait for the next

earthquake?
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A think more beneGt would come from people learning to conserve water by taking fewer and shorter showers, wearing clothing

more than once before washing, eliminating swimming pools, and replacing lawns with xeriscaping than from switching all

vehicles to electric.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Rockwell has an article today that is in sync with this Mercola article and forum:

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/the-global-kidnapping-of-america..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The $33 billion Ukraine "aid" package includes $8.5 billion to Gght "disinformation" around the world. One doesn't have to think too

hard to realize what that is about.  Calif is a test.
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Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

California Assembly Bill 2098 The dissemination or promotion of misinformation or disinformation related to the SARS-CoV-2

coronavirus, or ‘COVID-19,’ is unprofessional conduct, which can warrant “disciplinary action” resulting in the loss of subjects medical

license. Any information related to the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, or ‘COVID-19 must follow the state's guidelines, as published. The

medical board committee must prove without a shatter of doubt that  1. Two or more of the patients of the subject aka 'practitioner'

lost   his/her life, became disabled or resulted in medical treatment for life,   due to the unprofessional conduct related to the

COVID-19 disease.

2. The unprofessional conduct, aka 'treatment' has been proven as harmful   or even dangerous inside at least three independent peer

reviewed   ScientiGc publications. 3. Might over time, according 2. fraud, misconduct or wrongly published   scientiGc work come to

light, the subject is payed a sum of USD $20   billion by the medical board, and reinstitution of the medical license  is ordered. 4. When

science fraud has been proven, any previous applied statute of   limitation becomes void.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what I Gnd crazy is why does ANYone wish to live in CA at this point?
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No kidding!
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Some are stuck, but I'm working to get my parents out.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never been there. I've been to almost every state. My wife asked about going through CA the next time we head west for

vacation and I said "HELL NO!!" I want nothing to do with a state that outlaws all small engines. So they are going to force

everyone to buy the micky mouse electric yard equipment. So what are the professional lawn service people supposed to do?

They will need like at least 100 batteries to get through a day. That assumes the one that's charging will be fully charged before

the one they are using goes dead. Then what are they going to use to charge these batteries........A GASOLINE POWERED

GENERATOR!!! What F'n MORON would come up with such a law and what morons would put up with this? Then there's all the

Gres.

What is a Gre Gghter supposed to use in the woods to cut a Gre break????? Try cutting down a tree with an electric chainsaw! It's

a total joke! I'm sure they can make an electric/rechargeable chainsaw capable of cutting down a tree, but how heavy will it be?

Where will you recharge it? How are they supposed to carry all the spare batteries?? A packpack?? If you like cooking with gas,

good luck buying a house with a gas line, much less gas appliances.

They passed a law in CA that doesn't allow any gas in any new construction. Not even a gas line will be provided. It's so stupid.

So I guess you can't by a gas grill for outdoors either? Isn't an outdoor grill considered an appliance? Isn't this supposed to be all

about reducing carbon emissions? So now people will be forced to use CHARCOAL to grill outside. Doesn't charcoal produce

more carbon emissions than natural gas? The people running that state are so stupid it hurts. If I lived there I would have left

30+ years ago.
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"jim" and don't forget all those forest Gres burning down the power lines in CA.
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Joined On 8/5/2021 10:47:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Demonrats in oace need to be the ones stripped of their credentials and thrown out into the street for their anti-American, Marxist

crap they are doing to destroy our nation! They are the true evildoers and traitors! All because putting a pedophile moron in oace

through voter fraud!
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Do not under estimate the power of the Republicans to take over where the Dems left off. Right now so many people are fed up

with the Democrats that the Republicans can regain power by doing the opposite. It is ALL politics. I have learned from

experience that if you remove one trouble maker, someone else who never caused problems before will rise up to take their

place. The best thing is to just deal with the trouble maker head on and left them know you will not comply!
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California is nothing. The WHO is voting from May 22, 2022 - May 28, 2022 to strip the US and 194 other countries of their sovereignty

concerning medical issues. This is global tyranny. People are asleep! The globalists are ramping up their agenda!
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Doctors need to team up together and speak out. "  They are no different than the rest of the scum. The only thing that matters is

paying down the ponzi debt mortgages, their privledges, their millions, and their vacations. Just like the rest of us. there is only a

percentage who actually care about all of us.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hercseter, I don't blame you for your feelings about this and unfortunately in many cases, I believe you are right. HOwever, I also

have met doctors who care very much, and who have quietly behind the scenes, voiced their disagreement with all that has been

going on (or lots of it, even if not all of it). Further, one of those doctors who I met (not someone in the context of practicing, but

in a "socially" distant context) said that the other doctors in their clinic were all talking about it and shaking their heads when the

COVID thing Grst hit hard, saying how overdone it all was.

I think many doctors are cowed and afraid to speak their real truth, but many have insights into what is going on based on

science, and that is exactly why the legislative boards are now designing this completely unconstitutional legislation. They have

no right to this and let us take heart: The Iron Curtain dictatorship fell when the greater masses protested. The crowds have

amazing power, why else is the media recruited to brainwash the public? Think about it.
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly, if you rounded up all the doctors and nurses in the USA that think like Dr. Mercola you wouldn't have enough to staff 1

hospital. First of all, it's a rare breed of person that can sit through 4 to 8 years of woke indoctrinating brainwashing, still be your

own critically thinking problem solver, and actually get a medical license. Anyone with critical problem solving skills will either

be expelled from the program or will be forced to drop out.
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People only care about their own. When their cowardice affects their children, it will be a different story.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just one more reason it is nearly impossible to Gnd moving truck rentals in CA. Everyone that can, is leaving that state.
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Sounds like a giant turn-around Okie migration of the 1930s dust bowl days.
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sharkloon
Joined On 4/18/2007 10:35:07 PM
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Gee, kinda leaning towards supporting California there! Just have to get COURT to determine who are the real ones spreading

Misinformation. Then bingo... all you have left is the Good Ones.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who is the judge and jury that decides what is or isn't misinformation? Let's take the LEADER of Infectious diseases, Anthony

Fauci, for example. In 2005 he declared Hydroxychloroquine a miracle cure for coronaviruses (speciGcally Sars-Cov-1). Fast

forward to 2020 and he declares HCQ not only isn't ineffective, but it is DANGEROUS to take! Never mind it's like the most

prescribed medicine on the planet and it's been well documented to be one of the BEST ZINC IONOPHORES on the planet and is

well tolerated. A zinc ionophore is needed to get zinc into your cells to kill the invading virus. Anything that increases zinc

uptake into your cells is an antiviral.

HCQ is also listed on the WHO's websites as an ESSENTIAL medicine. So which is misinformation? Was it what Fauci said in

2005 or was it what he said in 2020? Then you have the mask. At the beginning  of the pandemic, Fauci was asked about masks

wearing and he hat out said masks don't work for viruses and he was correct!! He even explained how it could INCREASE your

likelihood of getting a viral infection. Fast forward 1 month and he tells everyone they MUST WEAR A MASK! Fast forward 4

months and he insist you should wear multiple layers of mask. So which is misinformation? Can I pick the one I like and say this

is what's real? Now go to a library and Gnd a new Webster's dictionary and look up the deGnition of a vaccine.

Then Gnd one from 10 years ago and see what it deGnes as a vaccine. The deGnition from 10 years ago reads completely

different. They changed the deGnition in Nov 2020 so that the mRNA jabs could be classiGed as a vaccine. Otherwise, the FDA

legally could not give EUA to these jabs. So which deGnition is misinformation? The deGnition that has stood for more than 60

years or the new deGnition that was tailored speciGcally for these mRNA jabs?
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amdejong
Joined On 8/27/2009 2:37:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know that my question is unrelated to this article but I’ve been double jabbed with PGzer and really regret doing it, people around me

that have done the same are constantly getting sick and I know their immune systems have been compromised, what can I do to keep

lessen the side effects and keep my immune system from doing the same?
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suggest you read this article by Thomas Levy, M.D. on cancelling the spike protein by ingesting vitamin C to bowel tolerance

combined with the inhalation of hydrogen peroxide using a nebulizer:

www.townsendletter.com/article/465-blood-abnormalities-vaccine-adverse..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry you fell victim to our corrupt medical system. The fact that you are still alive is a good sign you are over the hump. If

you have not gotten sick with Covid-19 by now you probably have nothing to worry about. The current variants are so infectious

and so mild that no unvaccinated person even knows it exist. Only the vaccinated people, like you pointed out, are getting sick

from these latest variants. If you had no side effects from the jab, you can breathe a sigh of relief. It probably means it failed to

get the mRNA into your cells which means you're one of the lucky ones! It means you didn't produce the spike protein. Just eat

real food, get quality sleep, and lower stress levels. Your body/immune system will do the rest.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will have to do a lot of research. The spike from the jab is not the same as the spike from the virus. The uracil in the spike

from the virus has been replaced by the nucleotide methyl-pseudouridine which is designed not to break down in the body. Don't

give up, it just means you will have to wade through a lot of information to Ggure out a plan for yourself. Perhaps you can Gnd a

good integrative doctor or naturopath to help you.  Also, check out Dr. Judy Mikovits to see what she has to say.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You cannot change what you have done. There is a detox available,  worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../spike-protein-detox-guide

 Best thing for the future is remember how much they lied to all of us, and do not trust bought and paid for doctors and

governments.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I were you, I would probably try that: "A Recommended Diet For Metal Contamination, Including For Polio And Appendicitis

Once or twice daily consume a mixture of 3 ounces raw lime juice, 2 tsp. lemon juice, 3 ounces unheated honey, 2-3 ounces

coconut cream, 2 ounces raw cream, 2 T. unpasteurized apple cider vinegar and 4-6 ounces coconut water (or raw milk). At

least 6 ounces of that mixture should be consumed at once. Any remainder may be consumed 2 ounces at a time every 2-3

hours. Since raw no-salt cheeses are very helpful in attracting toxins from blood, nerves and lymph as they circulate through

stomach and intestines, raw cheese may be and should be consumed regularly.

Consume at least 1/2 tsp. no-salt raw cheese every 30 minutes to help attract toxins to stomach and intestines. The cheese will

absorb most if not all of those toxins and prevent them from harming the stomach and intestinal walls as well as prevent much

contamination to digestion and recycling toxins into the body.

Sip milkshakes or smoothies throughout the day, consisting of 4-5 raw eggs, 1 cup raw milk, 1/2 cup raw cream, 2 T. unheated

honey and 1/2 cup blueberries (if available; adding berries to milkshake makes it a smoothie)....." but as this was for 'normal'

vaccines and heavy metal detox it would be on your own risk to do so. Natural unheated/unfrozen fat binds toxins which might

be helpful, but the spike protein I am not sure about. The blokes from Spain found router addresses in it as one said.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice, Ronald, love employee-owned;thanks for showcasing wincofoods....... I bought shares in a Food Coop many decades ago, when

began as a dream up in our whole-food, ecological oriented dorm at UCONN in the 1970s:  ( www.willimanticfood.coop  ); where I shop

in bulk & do a group order of many Soil Amendments, Moose Tubers, Trees, Shrubs, Seeds, etc. through sister Coop Fedco in Maine (

https://www.fedcoseeds.com/  ) ...and also get seeds from employee-owned Johnnys Seeds in Maine (https://www.johnnyseeds.com/

 )...check out their Growers' Library and the Fedco Seed and Growers catalogues; very informative...
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of women have not returned to work after the pandemic. I think if they can Gnancially afford it, and they have young children, the

safest bet is to homeschool. It seems the best protection from the propaganda, and poison shots at the moment.
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know of any way to Ggure out which states might be the most likely to turn like California? We are retired and looking to buy a

home in MN close to family but are wondering whether MN would go like California and we’d be stuck, but how can you know if one

state might be ‘safer’ than another?
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only hope, and it is small, is to Gnd the most red state out there. Florida is looking good but typically goes purple. Will see.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Texas is ok to, but it looks like Florida’s the winner
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tdmartinson, Statism is ubiquitous in two of its three expressions (Socialism and Fascism), and the "woke" ideology

(fundamentally Marxist) is supplementing it by its metastisizing in every local and state government. Choose a state that has no

state income tax-theft and does not outlaw or restrict abortions, i.e respects a woman's right to self-ownership and bodily

autonomy--the same rights that male human beings possess. I suspect that eventually, such states will no longer exist. So

wherever you live you will have to be prepared and be willing to engage--to the death if necessary--in civil disobedience.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Anyone know of any way to Ggure out which states might be the most likely to turn like California?" Aww, that's easy, the usual

authoritarian, big government, commie/pinko/fascist, anti 2A bellwether indicator states like NJ, NY, MA, CA, HI, MD, CT, DC, and

perhaps RI & IL. Anti-2A is usually the tip of the iceberg for many other big guv issues. www.gunlawguide.com
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cat7070
Joined On 11/11/2013 7:00:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been in MN for 30 years. I don’t know where your family is, but I would DeGnitely NOT move into the Twin Cities! Particularly

Minneapolis! If you can hack it go rural. It’s been my experience that country folks tend to be conservative, regardless of

political ideology. It has always seemed to me as well that the “trends” that erupt in the west and east take a while to trickle into

the Midwest if at all. I was actually making plans to retire in AZ before all this crap but have decided to stay put. One

caveat…..the winters are Brutal! Good Luck in your retirement!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just take one look at your Senator Omar and ask yourself if you think your state is headed in the right direction. I feel very safe

in TN. We have a relatively low cost of living. Nashville recently overtook Memphis as the state's largest city and that's a good

thing. Lots of opportunities in Nashville. The Franklin area just south of Nashville is the current hotspot. They can't build houses

fast enough! I'm in Memphis, but if I had a choice, I would be in the Nashville area. FL is too borderline. I love FL. It appears to

be leaning conservative, but it is basically 45/45 with about a 10% independent voter and it can go either way on any election.

I think Desantis has done a good job of being the "common sense" governor and has pushed back against the Biden Admin

better than anyone. I think that appeals to a lot of people, including some democrats. You have to deal with Hurricanes, pythons,

and alligators. TX has a lot going for it in my opinion. I'm still in that group who thinks the country is so divided that there will be

states like TX that secede from the country. I'd rather be in TX than FL when that happens. I think a lot of southern states will

join TX like LA, MS, AL, AR, OK, and TN. I doubt that GA or FL join in the separation. MO & KS might. If you don't like the arid

climate of W-TX just go east.

TX has a climate for just about everyone. Just go to extreme NE-TX if you like more snow. They get more snow than TN. For the

past 10+ years, Dallas has gotten more snow than Memphis TN (very odd). We never get enough snow to even make a

snowman in Memphis. FYI, avoid Memphis. It has NOTHING to offer! There's no good water for boating nearby. There's little or

no recreational offerings. There's no culture even though Memphis is one of the oldest cities. We don't even have good

restaurants. I'm here because of my wife. We both agree on Nashville, TN and just about anywhere in TX.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

btw GBNews channel (not my favorite but they are unafraid to discuss vaccine injuries) got instantly 'blanked' for Gve minutes last

night at the point of suggesting that Hunter Biden was not the only member of the family to have suspect business dealings! :-) The

clumsiness of this kind of censorship is precisely what gives the game away of course. Ask anyone living in China.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More useless discourse! When are people going to realize that their "vote" is of no consequence? The oligarchs do whatever they want

and nothing you say or do is going to change that. You'll still be discussing this "covid" nonsense when "they" start implanting the

microchips in you and you can not 'buy or sell' unless you have one! I signed up for the "Propaganda Exposed" series, which was

supposed to have started yesterday and I've received nothing! Soon; censorship will be the least of our worries!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keeping silent does no good.And the Iron Curtain dictatorship fell when the people spoke out, in masses.
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KenG62protonmail.com
Joined On 8/5/2021 10:47:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do not take the "mark of the beast!" The voter fraud will be overturned and we will get our country back! We can Gght back and

they are the ones who are going to lose! Especially at Christ's return!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mapp.thetruthaboutcancer.net/a/144/click/9702627/744769361/_2c93f8dbf8..     Episode 1 link, Randy. Cheers.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shannon; thank you very much for the link. I'm watching it now. Very strange, how I was already registered, days before, and yet

received no notice. Then again; I've seen nothing but "strange", for over two years now! I also watched "The Truth About Cancer",

"The Truth About Vaccines", and other series and videos, by good people; and yet, the majority of the population are still

oblivious to all of it!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, I saw an email that they broke the hosting on bitchute last night. Check online for the day1 replay.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; thanks, I already got the link from Shannon. The Grst episode is great; of course! I'm expecting that it will get even better
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Rreal; thanks, I already got the link from Shannon. The Grst episode is great; of course! I'm expecting that it will get even better

as it goes on. The Grst one is essentially conGrming what I already know to be true; although, they present it with a lot less

anger. ;) -- I love the part where Ty checks the carbon dioxide level inside the mask with a meter! It would be great info, if I could

get people with the muzzle to even look at it. I already know that they won't listen to me.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Destruction of America.  Prepare for grief like you've never imagined.
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rjk6619 You are so right. I have lost a number of relatives to these COVID death shots (heart attack, stroke, DVT) and most of

my family and friends who received them suffer from all manner of health issues, mostly constant body aches and headaches,

one as young as 20. Two have suffered heart issues, one congestive heart failure and one a blown valve. The one who had the

valve replaced, keeps reacting adversely to the pharmaceutical meds the doctors keep giving him. So sad. But this is what

happens when people put their trust in those who are undeserving.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Destruction does not mean it is gone and forgotten. The Golden Rule peace boat was destroyed. But we, Veterans For Peace,

raised, restored, and sent it back on it's original coarse.

www.veteransforpeace.org/our-work/vfp-national-projects/golden-rule-bo..  ~ www.vfpgoldenruleproject.org
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is more criminal activity by corrupt politicians, just now reported by email from ANH, please sign petition:

anh-usa.org/durbin-bill-sign...e-supplements
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Page couldn't be found.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Here is the working link I posted on Hawkes Health: anh-usa.org/durbin-bill-signals-end-of-high-dose-supplements  Warning, it

too went to 404, and then after a couple seconds went normal, so be patient. Someone is jerking us around. :-(

www.hawkeshealth.net/.../showthread.php
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And while 5G is COOKING YOU and YOUR Children......here is what Da TrudPedo is tring to JAM down the Canadian's throats   >>>  

prepareforchange.net/2022/02/19/the-information-warfare-hoax-behind-th..
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YES!!!!! its the Good Ole American Way......kinda like 300 million Mushrooms.....keep 'em in the Dark and feed 'em lots of bullsh!t !!!!!!!!!

Worked well for Da Jab , n 'Da Mask n military meddling in Da' Ukraine TV War...and the 3rd of 4th  maybe 5 or 6th Jab..LOL.....silly

Americans ..... JFK said it pretty good Don't ask what the Country can do for you...ask what YOU can Do for your country..........well

what are YOU DOING for YOU FREE COUNTRY????sitting on you fat ass watchin' Da TV....."Hey......Get me another beer" ......"Lazy Kids"

..........."dem Kids sittin in school all day playin computer games"
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oh.just in case ya missed this tidbit >>   prepareforchange.net/2022/02/19/the-information-warfare-hoax-behind-th..
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Can we PLEASE stop referring to Fauci as DR.
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jamNjim
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My wife, who is an Immunologist PhD says the exact same thing! He's not a doctor! He's a bureaucrat!
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ahhh......well....hummmm........ IDK.......but looks like there are a Lot of FumbDuckers in the world...... a few BILLION wear

masks...............ah.why??? mostly because Da TV TOLD DEM TO !!!! TV controlled by whom? A handful of companies mostly CEOed by

Jews........hum????? Starting to connect the dots yet? Duhhhhhhhh Damn......I seem to be .ahhhh..Anti_what? hahahah PUFFFF of

Anti-s.......sure I hate all religions....LOL Jesus is gonna save what?????  Your Ca$h in someone elses pocket God is gonna save the

world? Yeah.....suuuure he will.........LOL.. facts of the Matter are: NO god , no jesus , no moon god or allaha or anythng else is gonna

save anyone from anything..as in NEVER!!!!!!!. Only thing gonna save you is YOU!!!! WAKE UP!!!!!
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yeah.PayToPray..........tax ALL religions.....make them PAY..........afterall they Prey on YOU ....errrr.....why not make them PAY..!!!!~

YES|....make all the religions of earth PAY TAXES.........and BACK-TAXES for the past 10 centuries.........clean out the Vatican

Tunnels and warehouses of Boodie they have ripped off ...hit them with LAND TAXES......and back taxes.....MAKE THM

PAY!!!!!!!!!!! Money Talks....the BS walks
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NOW is the TIME! SEEK LEGAL action..SUE!!!!!!!!!  The topic of wiG in schools, and trustees Gduciary responsibility to protect children

and teachers in their districts is a concern being addressed by groups such ART (Americans for Responsible Technology). In 2011

many parents and other advocates made attempts to educate various school boards in BC about RF, but most were like Victoria's

School District 61. They didn't want to know. In fact they refused to allow experts such as Dr. David Carpenter to provide a 3 min

presentation via skype -- we were told he had to come in person. And when the late Dr. Martin Blank did attend in person, they gave

him 3 minutes, and then "dismissed" him.

The topic could not be discussed at PAC meetings and hyers could not be given to parents on school grounds. At the link below is a

letter written about 10 years ago from a parent asking to address his concerns to the committee considering wiG (this is a decision

made by the school board, not the Board of Education.) Today SD 61 has 18,000 students and employs many teachers, all of whom are

exposed to wiG without choice, or even being told, every school day. The evidence was available 11 years ago that children were

especially vulnerable to RF radiation but it is much clearer now. Fiber optic cable is readily available in older schools and probably is

available at least in portions (like the oaces) of newer schools.

It's time to push this issue with school boards and to let the trustees know they are not doing their jobs, are not fulGlling their oaths,

and likely are not protected by Directors' Insurance, meaning each trustee could be held liable for endangering/harming those in their

care. vcpac.ca/vcpac-documents?task=download.send&id=141&catid=129&a.. You could ask that packages of information be send to

the trustees of your school district. Can You Help Us Protect Kids from Wireless Radiation? "The TechSafe Schools program is based

on the legal obligation of school adm
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n   vcpac.ca/vcpac-documents?task=download.send&id=141&catid=129&a..  a few MeatEater Lawyers will be DROOOOOLING

over these !..$$Billilons can be sucked up off these Board of Education paedophiles and ruthless KidKillers.....MAKE THEM

PAY!!!!!  Get out the ROPES..Public HANGINGS !!!!!! Get the Political bast@rds too HANG THEM ALL!@
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and this has been proven over and over and over and over uncounted times and the Gckle Humans 'take the bait' every

time..........proven that the BIG LIE works so well...LOL........and with that note...maybe BILLIONS NEED TO DIE!!!!!! just like sheep..take

a hock to the edge of a cliff...toss a few over and the hock will follow.....right over the cliff..and next come a billion People.....toss a

few over..and MILLIONS will FOLLOW......hence 'Sheeple'.. And SheePleare all over...wearing masks and  Rollin'Up Da sleeves.Jab me

again..."kick me again while I lick your boots' ......and Many are 'Professional people'..and teachers in schools for you irradiated kids ,

and some are in the medical Geld and many run hospital$ , ..nurses that 'treat' SheePle......lol....TAKE THIS JQB..."breath deeply from

your ventilator" and MANY are the Pedos and assorted 'Government SheePle" that make Laws you Goy MUST FOLLOW !!!!

ROFLMAO....on how really, really F&^KED UP the world is ...and all at the hands of a few Cleavers Jooos "!!!!!!!
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Yes! I think you're as worked up as I am!
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trustees Gduciary responsibility  The topic of wiG in schools, and trustees Gduciary responsibility to protect children and teachers in

their districts is a concern being addressed by groups such ART (Americans for Responsible Technology). In 2011 many parents and

other advocates made attempts to educate various school boards in BC about RF, but most were like Victoria's School District 61. They

didn't want to know. In fact they refused to allow experts such as Dr. David Carpenter to provide a 3 min presentation via skype -- we

were told he had to come in person. And when the late Dr. Martin Blank did attend in person, they gave him 3 minutes, and then

"dismissed" him.

The topic could not be discussed at PAC meetings and hyers could not be given to parents on school grounds. At the link below is a

letter written about 10 years ago from a parent asking to address his concerns to the committee considering wiG (this is a decision

made by the school board, not the Board of Education.) Today SD 61 has 18,000 students and employs many teachers, all of whom are

exposed to wiG without choice, or even being told, every school day. The evidence was available 11 years ago that children were

especially vulnerable to RF radiation but it is much clearer now. Fiber optic cable is readily available in older schools and probably is

available at least in portions (like the oaces) of newer schools.

It's time to push this issue with school boards and to let the trustees know they are not doing their jobs, are not fulGlling their oaths,

and likely are not protected by Directors' Insurance, meaning each trustee could be held liable for endangering/harming those in their

care.  vcpac.ca/vcpac-documents?task=download.send&id=141&catid=129&a..  You could ask that packages of information be send

to the trustees of your school district. Can You Help Us Protect Kids from Wireless Radiation? "The TechSafe Schools program is

based on the legal obligation of school admini
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When a few of BoE get sued and drug over the coals for their USELESS and DEADLY actions regarding MILLIONS of KIDS.........a

lot more than Sh!t will his the Fan.......
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I am no Veterinarian.  But I know what a horses ass looks like .......Looks like a lot more asses have sold out .....will be no more

thinking individuals ......we are all horses asses called Communist ......
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IDK.......but looks like there are a Lot of FumbDuckers in the world...... a few BILLION wear masks...............ah.why??? mostly

because Da TV TOLD DEM TO !!!!  TV controled by who? a handful of companies mostly CEOed by Jews........hum?????  Starting

to connect the dots yet? Duhhhhhhhh
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MPeary1947
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:14:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I know in the midst of all this evil is this ... God is LARGE and IN CHARGE and He's gonna' get em'!!!
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which science? The Lipid Hypothesis The theory—called the lipid hypothesis—that there is a direct relationship between the amount of

saturated fat and cholesterol in the diet and the incidence of coronary heart disease was proposed by a researcher named Ancel Keys

in the late 1950’s. Numerous subsequent studies have questioned his data and conclusions. Nevertheless, Keys’ articles received far

more publicity than those presenting alternate views. The vegetable oil and food processing industries, the main beneGciaries of any

research that found fault with competing traditional foods, began promoting and funding further research designed to support the lipid

hypothesis.

The most well-known advocate of the lowfat diet was Nathan Pritikin. Actually, Pritikin advocated elimination of sugar, white hour and

all processed foods from the diet and recommended the use of fresh raw foods, whole grains and a strenuous exercise program; but it

was the lowfat aspects of his regime that received the most attention in the media. Adherents found that they lost weight and that

their blood cholesterol levels and blood pressure declined. The success of the Pritikin diet was probably due to a number of factors

having nothing to do with reduction in dietary fat—weight loss alone, for example, will precipitate a reduction in blood cholesterol

levels—but Pritikin soon found that the fat-free diet presented many problems, not the least of which was the fact that people just

could not stay on it.

Those who possessed enough will power to remain fat-free for any length of time developed a variety of health problems including low

energy, diaculty in concentration, depression, weight gain and mineral deGciencies.1 Pritikin may have saved himself from heart

disease but his lowfat diet did not spare him from cancer. He died, in the prime of life, of suicide when he realized that his Spartan

regime was not curing his leukemia. ...
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Heimdall1
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....We shouldn’t have to die of either heart disease or cancer—or consume a diet that makes us depressed....."
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow - I hadn't heard this, but have heard of Pritikin. Thanks for sharing! I remember thinking people were nuts that Entenmann's

fat free pastries would help them lose weight, or least they wouldn't gain weight from them.  I still shake my head when I see fat

free on stuff.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jan 3, 2021 I had a heart attack. So I tossed the pharma crap the pushed at me and went to work. Low carb, < 50 GRAMS A DAY

- high protein, high fat.  Now I weigh 76 kg instead of 96 kilo gram. HDL went from high risk to optimal LDL went from high risk

to normal Triglycerides went from normal to optimal HDL/LDL ratio went from high risk to ideal triglyceride hdl ration went from

high normal to ideal. HBA1C went from 7.7 (bad) to 5.7 Normal> glucose fasting went from 9.9 to 5.4 APO a/b ratio is ideal

VLDL is low normal. tHE FOOD THEY PUSH ON US IS ALL ABOUT PROFIT AND CONVENIENCE. While they plan on making us all

eat toxic plant based crap till death do us part. All I got to say, straight up, is fu*k Mr. Global and his incestuous corproate

ownership of everything and anyone.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Hercster, just read this morning: "Total cholesterol: 353 HDL: 72.7 LDL: 187.5 I was curious if those numbers are expected to

go down as my body gets more acclimated to the change? I do not give credence to the analysis of blood content. We do not

test for quality, only quantity. Some people require very high cholesterol levels. I have an Olympic gymnast who has to maintain

a 327 level or she cannot function as an athlete. When she maintained the 327 level on cooked food she got colds and/or hus

every 3-6 weeks that caused her to loose training time. On raw fats, she functions very well. Other people have high cholesterol

levels because they have toxic cholesterol in transit (leaving the body) as well as the fresh cholesterol from daily intake of food.

Most of the toxic cholesterol cannot be properly utilized and is drawn from tissues and discarded. I offer you another

experiment that will show you the correlation: I had a client concerned about his high blood sugar levels from a blood test. To

demonstrate a point, I suggested that he stop eating all fruit and honey, and only have four ounces of nuts (in the nut formula)

once a week, but no nut butter within 2 days of any blood test. Five weeks later his blood sugar level was just as high.

When the doctor told him to stop eating so much carbohydrate, he told the doctor that he hadn't eaten any in 5 weeks. The

doctor was dumbfounded. My client's high blood sugar level was from toxic sugars that were stored in the system." Question to

someone, I think was killed by them some years ago. Doctors literally are getting brainwashed at Uni and given a license by the

same people that are running the governments. In yesterdays part of Propaganda Exposed, lots of cr.. in, but still they translated

the meaning of government, maybe listen to yourself. All the same...
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